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Welcome to the ninth of our monthly newsletters,
new for 2021!
(for best viewing of images, open in your browser)
As we continue to nurture and grow this professional
inquiry project, we welcome educators from across the
world to join in our dialogue, our proposals and our
collaboration.

link to our blog
In each newsletter, we intend to share an encounter
with mathematics, introduce you to educators in our
project and share recommended resources. We would
love your suggestions as to what this newsletter can
o@er you.

Encounters with Estimation
Estimation is an essential element of mathematical
thinking. Estimation is used when thinking about
quantities, measurement and computation. Estimation
is far more complex than a “guess” and involves
thinking, connecting and reasoning. An important
strategy when estimating is to use a referent. For
example, when estimating the number of marbles in a
jar, you might hold ten marbles in your hand to use as a
referent to support your estimation. When measuring,
you might use a personal referent such as the width of
your Gnger is about 1 cm or you might know how long
your foot or hand is. You can begin to develop this idea
with young children by asking them to Gnd something
that is longer/shorter than their hand or Gnd a
collection that is more than Gve. When do you use
estimation in your daily life? Invite students to
investigate estimation with the following questions:
When you are outside, look around - what di4erent
things can you estimate? About how tall is a tree?
About how many mushrooms are growing in this

cluster? About how many leaves do you think we
need to make a big leaf pile to jump in?
Can you @nd a stick that is about as long as your
arm? Can you @nd another stick that is longer than
your hand or shorter than your arm?
What di4erent strategies could you use to estimate a
collection of items such a jar of coins, books on a
shelf or a basket of crayons?
When do you use estimation in your daily life?
When is it appropriate to estimate and when do you
need an exact amount or measurement?
What do you wonder? What might you investigate
next to help you understand the world around you?

Young children may focus on getting the correct
answer when asked to estimate. To support students’
developing estimation skills, phrase questions and
responses with “about how many?” and ask students to

provide a reasonable range (between 10-20) instead of
one number. Assessment questions to consider: Are
students able to make a reasonable estimate of a
quantity appropriate for their grade level? What
strategies do students use to estimate? Are students able
to use a personal referent to estimate when measuring?
Do students make connections and ask questions about
estimating? What connections are your students making
that might inspire further investigation and inquiry?

Spatial Reasoning Spark
This month on Twitter, the spatial reasoning “spark” we
share for students is to collect sticks when outdoors

and think mathematically as they play with them. This
task focuses on the attributes of shapes.
Children can collect sticks and describe them straight, crooked, curved, etc. They can use a baseline
to order the sticks from shortest to longest or thinnest
to widest. Children can use the sticks to create and
build 2D and 3D shapes, paying attention to the
attributes of the shapes and the shapes that live within
shapes.
Spatial reasoning is an essential area of mathematics
that is embedded in the big ideas and curricular
content and competencies in our BC mathematics
curriculum.

Educator ProHle
This month we feature Michelle Hikida. Michelle is a
grades 2&3 teacher and math mentor teacher in the
Richmond School District. She tweets at
@michellehikida

Michelle’s thoughts on the impact of our professional
collaborative inquiry project: “Being part of this project
has given me an opportunity to be inspired and deepen my
understanding of Reggio-Inspired practices. As a group of
like-minded colleagues, we constantly ask ourselves: How
can we create rich tasks and provocations that allow our
students to explore, investigate, and play with di4erent math
concepts and materials? As a community of learners, we
wonder, share, and reKect on di4erent ways to invite,
nurture, and nudge our students’ mathematical thinking.”

Recommended Resources
The following are some recommended resources from

teachers in our project for outdoor math learning
experiences with sticks:
The Stick Book: Loads of Things You Can Make or Do
With a Stick by Fiona Danks and Jo SchoGeld
Not a Stick by Antoinette Portis
Messy Maths: A Playful Outdoor Approach for Early
Years by Juliet Robertson and some stick ideas from
Juliet’s website can be found HERE

follow us and share on social
media: #BCreggiomath
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